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Without economic history, economics runs the risk of being too abstract or parochial, of failing to notice precedents, trends and cycles, of overlooking the long-run and thus misunderstanding ‘how we got here’. Recent financial and economic crises illustrate spectacularly how the economics profession has not learnt from its past. […]

P. L. Nelson, W. E. Block

Space Capitalism
How Humans will Colonize Planets, Moons, and Asteroids

This book compares and contrasts the motivations, morality, and effectiveness of space exploration when pursued by private entrepreneurs as opposed to government. The authors advocate market-driven, private initiatives take the lead through enhanced competition and significant resources that can be allocated to the exploration and exploitation of outer space. […]

L. Pupillo, E. Noam, L. Waverman (Eds)

Digitized Labor
The Impact of the Internet on Employment

As with previous technological revolutions, innovations in the online world have triggered transformations in the labor market and the economy. While the Internet is trumpeted as a great job creator, there are also downsides that need to be identified and dealt with. The book discusses the following topics: Is the Internet a net creator of jobs? […]

V. L. Smith

A Life of Experimental Economics, Volume I
Forty Years of Discovery

This book provides an intimate history of Nobel Laureate Vernon Smith’s early life, combining elements of biography, history, economics and philosophy to show how crucial incidents early in his life provided the necessary framework for his research into experimental economics. […]

D. Nordgård

The Music Business and Digital Impacts

Innovations and Disruptions in the Music Industries

This book provides rare insights into the difficult and complex dialogues between stakeholders within and outside the music industries in a time of transition. It builds on a series of recorded meetings in which key stakeholders discuss and assess options and considerations for the music industries’ transition to a digital era. [...] 2018. XVIII, 129 p. 1 illus. in color. (Music Business Research) Hardcover €89,99 | £79,99 €(D) 96,29 | €(A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00 ISBN 978-3-319-91886-0

Due October 2018

M. Fotta

From Itinerant Trade to Moneylending in the Era of Financial Inclusion

Households, Debts and Masculinity among Calon Gypsies of Northeast Brazil

This book analyses how Calon Gypsies in Brazil have responded to global financial transformations and shifted their economic practices from itinerant trade to moneylending. It also explores their role as ethnic credit providers, offering rare insight into the financial lives of poor and lower-middle-class Brazilians. [...] 2018. XII, 250 p. 9 illus., 5 illus. in color. (Creative Economy) Hardcover €99,99 | £89,99 €(D) 106,99 | €(A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00 ISBN 978-3-319-98408-9

Due October 2018

N. Kawashima, H. Lee (Eds)

Asian Cultural Flows

Cultural Policies, Creative Industries, and Media Consumers

This book investigates economic, political, and cultural conditions that have led to transnational flows of culture in Asia. Coverage also looks at the consequences of an increasingly interconnected Asian regional culture as well as policy makers and cultural industries’ response to it. [...] 2018. XXIII, 237 p. 7 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Creative Economy) Hardcover €109,99 | £99,99 €(D) 117,69 | €(A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00 ISBN 978-3-319-98110-5

Due November 2018

B. Moeran, T. de Waal Malefyt (Eds)

Magical Capitalism

Enchantment, Spells, and Occult Practices in Contemporary Economies

This volume of essays examines the ways in which magical practices are found in different aspects of contemporary capitalist societies. [...] 2018. XVIII, 349 p. Hardcover €114,99 | £101,00 €(D) 123,04 | €(A) 126,49 | *CHF 126.50 ISBN 978-3-319-74396-7

Due November 2018

J. Carvalho, S. Iyer, J. Rubin (Eds)

Advances in the Economics of Religion

This edited collection brings together expertise from around the globe to overview and debate key concepts and concerns in the economics of religion. While the economics of religion is a relatively new field of research in economics, economists have made and continue to make important contributions to the understanding of religion. [...] 2018. X, 460 p. 39 illus., 3 illus. in color. (International Economic Association Series) Softcover €89,99 | £79,99 €(D) 96,29 | €(A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00 ISBN 978-3-319-98847-4

Due November 2018

S. Saran (Ed)

Cultural and Civilisational Links between India and Southeast Asia

Historical and Contemporary Dimensions

The books presents the study undertaken by the ASEAN-India Centre (AIC) at Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS) on India’s cultural links with Southeast Asia, with particular reference to historical and contemporary dimensions. [...] 2018. XXI, 371 p. 64 illus. Hardcover €139,99 | £123,00 €(D) 149,79 | €(A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00 ISBN 978-3-319-98109-6

Available
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<td>Issues in Indian Public Policies</td>
<td>V. B. Annigeri, R. S. Deshpande, R. Dholakia (Eds)</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>€ 64.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Distribution, Market Imperfections and Capital Accumulation in a</td>
<td>A. K. Dasgupta</td>
<td>Palgrave Pivot</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>Due October 2018</td>
<td>€ 54.99</td>
</tr>
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<td>Developing Economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>€ 54.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is Corruption Curable?</td>
<td>K. Sekkat</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>€ 99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting on India’s Development</td>
<td>NILERD (Ed)</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Contributed volume</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>€ 128.39</td>
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<td>Introduction to the Eurasian Economic Union</td>
<td>E. Vinokurov</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Popular science</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>978-3-319-92824-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), which includes Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, and Armenia, is a new but substantial regional organization.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This book presents an eclectic mix of interesting new areas in the domain of economics, management and sustainability. Written by leading experts, it provides valuable food for thought, with essays introducing new lines of research and empirical research papers offering sound research methodology.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>This volume is a collection of selected economic analysis studies on determinants of economic growth in Africa. Grouped into three parts, chapters examine the influence of financial sources and economic growth; sources of productivity growth; and prices, exchange rates and trade relationships with growth in regions in Africa or the continent as a whole.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Growth and Development A Dynamic Dual Economy Approach</td>
<td>M. Chesney</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Monograph</td>
<td>Due October 2018</td>
<td>978-3-319-89754-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This short book describes the role big banks played in the financial crisis of 2008 while denouncing the financial oligarchy’s seizing of power and the dangers it represents for democracy today. There have been many books since the financial crisis that have considered historical events leading up to the crisis but few that consider a solution.</td>
<td></td>
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<td>R. Boyer, H. Uemura, T. Yamada, L. Song (Eds)</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Monograph</td>
<td>Due November 2018</td>
<td>978-4-319-55000-6</td>
</tr>
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<td>Transitions of Regional Integration in EU and Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>This book integrates three levels of political-economic analysis: first a comparative institutional analysis of the varieties of capitalism in both Europe and Asia, second a macroeconomic analysis of industrial structural change and economic dynamics of the national economies [...]</td>
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T. Shiroyama (Ed)
Modern Global Trade and the Asian Regional Economy
This volume undertakes the important task of envisioning a regional history of Asia based on its unique internal characteristics, going beyond the usual West/non-West dichotomy. The "regional trade zone of modern Asia" was debated in the 1980s. [...] 2018. XI, 145 p. 15 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Monograph Series of the Socio-Economic History Society, Japan) Hardcover € 99,99 | £ 89,99 € (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00 ISBN 978-981-13-0374-6

J. H. Sagers
Confucian Capitalism
Shibusawa Eiichi, Business Ethics, and Economic Development in Meiji Japan
With the life story of Shibusawa Eiichi (1840–1931), one of the most important financiers and industrialists in modern Japanese history, as its narrative focal point, this book explores the challenges of importing modern business enterprises to Japan, where the pursuit of profit was considered beneath the dignity of the samurai elite. [...] 2018. XVI, 245 p. 15 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Economic History) Hardcover € 114,99 | £ 101,00 € (D) 123,04 | € (A) 126,49 | *CHF 126.50 ISBN 978-3-319-76904-2

D. Pretel, L. Camprubí (Eds)
Technology and Globalisation
Networks of Experts in World History
This book examines the role of experts and expertise in the dynamics of globalisation since the mid-nineteenth century. It shows how engineers, scientists and other experts have acted as globalising agents, providing many of the materials and institutional means for world economic and technical integration. [...] 2018. XVII, 394 p. 13 illus. (The European Heritage in Economics and the Social Sciences, Volume 21) Hardcover € 149,99 | £ 131,50 € (D) 160,49 | € (A) 164,99 | *CHF 165.00 ISBN 978-3-319-75449-9

J. Backhaus, G. Chaloupek, H. A. Frambach (Eds)
Gustav von Schmoller and Adolph Wagner
Legacy and Lessons for Civil Society and the State

J. K. Hass (Ed)
Re-Examining the History of the Russian Economy
A New Analytic Tool from Field Theory
This book explores the application of field theory (patterns of interaction) to Russian economic history, and how social and political fields mediate the influences of institutions, structures, discourses and ideologies in the creation and dissemination of economic thinking, theory and practice. [...] 2018. XIX, 194 p. 25 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Economic History) Hardcover € 139,99 | £ 123,00 € (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00 ISBN 978-3-319-75413-0

J. Du
Agricultural Transition in China
Domestic and International Perspectives on Technology and Institutional Change
This book extends current research on the political economy of modern China, with particular regard to agricultural development and its role in economic transition. It uses Neoclassical principles to re-interpret agricultural growth and technological change under complex market institutions with empirical studies on China and selected East Asian economies. [...] 2018. XVII, 194 p. 25 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Economic History) Hardcover € 109,99 | € 99,99 € (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00 ISBN 978-3-319-76904-2

J. H. Sagers
Confucian Capitalism
Shibusawa Eiichi, Business Ethics, and Economic Development in Meiji Japan
With the life story of Shibusawa Eiichi (1840–1931), one of the most important financiers and industrialists in modern Japanese history, as its narrative focal point, this book explores the challenges of importing modern business enterprises to Japan, where the pursuit of profit was considered beneath the dignity of the samurai elite. [...] 2018. XVI, 245 p. 15 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Economic History) Hardcover € 114,99 | £ 101,00 € (D) 123,04 | € (A) 126,49 | *CHF 126.50 ISBN 978-3-319-76904-2

T. Shiroyama (Ed)
Modern Global Trade and the Asian Regional Economy
This volume undertakes the important task of envisioning a regional history of Asia based on its unique internal characteristics, going beyond the usual West/non-West dichotomy. The “regional trade zone of modern Asia” was debated in the 1980s. [...] 2018. XI, 145 p. 15 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Monograph Series of the Socio-Economic History Society, Japan) Hardcover € 99,99 | £ 89,99 € (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00 ISBN 978-981-13-0374-6
A. McLennan
Advanced Fixed Point Theory for Economics
This book develops the central aspect of fixed point theory – the topological fixed point index – to maximal generality, emphasizing correspondences and other aspects of the theory that are of special interest to economics. Numerous topological consequences are presented, along with important implications for dynamical systems. […]
2018. XX, 432 p. 18 illus. Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00

L. Zhang, G. Reniers
Game Theory for Managing Security in Chemical Industrial Areas
This book systematically studies how game theory can be used to improve security in chemical industrial areas, capturing the intelligent interactions between security managers and potential adversaries. The recent unfortunate terrorist attacks on critical infrastructures show that adversaries are intelligent and strategic. […]
2018. XIV, 157 p. 36 illus. (Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications) Hardcover
€ 99,99 | £ 89,99
€ (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00
ISBN 978-3-319-92617-9

J. D. Levendis
Time Series Econometrics
Learning Through Replication
In this book, the authors reject the theorem-proof approach as much as possible, and emphasize the practical application of econometrics. They show with examples how to calculate and interpret the numerical results. This book begins with students estimating simple univariate models, in a step by step fashion, using the popular Stata software system. […]
2018. XIV, 311 p. 92 illus. (Springer Texts in Business and Economics) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-3-319-98281-6

F. Perali, P. L. Scandizzo (Eds)
The New Generation of Computable General Equilibrium Models
Modeling the Economy
This book covers some important topics in the construction of computable general equilibrium (CGE) models and examines use of these models for the analysis of economic policies, their properties, and their implications. […]
2018. X, 342 p. 61 illus., 40 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 139,99 | £ 123,00
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00
ISBN 978-3-319-58532-1

G. Feichtinger, R. M. Kovacevic, G. Tragler (Eds)
Control Systems and Mathematical Methods in Economics
Essays in Honor of Vladimir M. Veliov
Since the days of Lev Pontryagin and his associates, the discipline of Optimal Control has enjoyed a tremendous upswing – not only in terms of its mathematical foundations, but also with regard to numerous fields of application, which have given rise to highly active research areas. […]
2018. XVI, 439 p. 69 illus., 38 illus. in color. (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems, Volume 687) Softcover
€ 99,99 | £ 88,00
€ (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00
ISBN 978-3-319-75168-9

L. Zhang, G. Reniers
Game Theory for Managing Security in Chemical Industrial Areas
This book systematically studies how game theory can be used to improve security in chemical industrial areas, capturing the intelligent interactions between security managers and potential adversaries. The recent unfortunate terrorist attacks on critical infrastructures show that adversaries are intelligent and strategic. […]
2018. XIV, 157 p. 36 illus. (Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications) Hardcover
€ 99,99 | £ 89,99
€ (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00
ISBN 978-3-319-92617-9

R. P. Gilles
Economic Wealth Creation and the Social Division of Labour
Volume I: Institutions and Trust
This textbook introduces and develops new tools to understand the recent economic crisis and how desirable economic policies can be adopted. Gilles provides new institutional concepts for wealth creation, such as network economies, which are based on the social division of labour. […]
2018. XV, 315 p. 33 illus., 27 illus. in color. Softcover
€ 69,99 | £ 59,99
€ (D) 74,89 | € (A) 76,99 | *CHF 77.00
ISBN 978-3-319-76396-5

A. McLennan
Advanced Fixed Point Theory for Economics
This book develops the central aspect of fixed point theory – the topological fixed point index – to maximal generality, emphasizing correspondences and other aspects of the theory that are of special interest to economics. Numerous topological consequences are presented, along with important implications for dynamical systems. […]
2018. XX, 432 p. 18 illus. Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
Measurement and Analysis of Performance of Industrial Crop Production: The Case of Iran’s Cotton and Sugar Beet Production

This book employs different parametric and non-parametric panel data models which have been used in the history of developed panel data efficiency measurement literature. It assesses the differences of models based on characteristics and efficiency scores measurement. […]
This book deals with not just complex linkages, interactions and exchanges that form the relationship between the economic activities, human society and the ecosystems, but also the influences and impacts that each causes on the other. In recent times, this ecology–economy–society interface has received unprecedented attention within the broader environment–development discourse. [...]
Y. Mitsumori
The Indian Pharmaceutical Industry
Impact of Changes in the IPR Regime

This study analyzes the impact of the revision of the Indian Patent Act (2005) on the Indian pharmaceutical industry, which has been achieving healthy growth over the past 30 to 40 years or more. As of 2005, the Indian pharmaceutical industry was ranked as No. 4 in the world in terms of volume and 15th in terms of value. […]

2018. VII, 120 p. 36 illus., 28 illus. in color. (SpringerBriefs in Health Care Management and Economics) Softcover
€ 49.99 | £ 43.99
€ (D) 53.49 | € (A) 54.99 | *CHF 55.00
ISBN 978-981-10-6789-1

Available

A. Bhaskarabhatia
Regulating Pharmaceutical Prices in India
Policy Design, Implementation and Compliance

This book presents an extensive study on the effectiveness of recent regulations on pharmaceutical prices in India, exploring the weaknesses in the design and implementation of pharmaceutical price controls and investigating what can be done to fix the broken system. In addition, it examines the extent to which essential […]

€ 109.99 | £ 99.99
€ (D) 117.69 | € (A) 120.99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-3-319-93392-4

Available

V. K. Borooah
Health and Well-Being in India
A Quantitative Analysis of Inequality in Outcomes and Opportunities

The theme of this book is health outcomes in India, in particular to outcomes relating to its caste and religious groups and, within these groups, to their women and children. The book’s tenor is analytical and based upon a rigorous examination of recent data from both government and non-government sources. […]

2018. XIX, 272 p. 18 illus. Hardcover
€ 84.99 | £ 74.99
€ (D) 90.94 | € (A) 93.49 | *CHF 93.50
ISBN 978-3-319-78327-7

Available

J. L. Iparraguirre
Economics and Ageing
Volume I: Theory

This upper level textbook provides a coherent introduction to the economic implications of individual and population ageing. […]

2018. XXXVIII, 368 p. 14 illus., 1 illus. in color. Softcover
€ 76.99 | £ 67.99
€ (D) 82.38 | € (A) 84.69 | *CHF 85.00
ISBN 978-3-319-93247-7

Due October 2018

Palgrave Macmillan
Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook

J. L. Iparraguirre
Economics and Ageing
Volume II: Policy and Applied

This upper level textbook provides a coherent introduction to the economic implications of individual and population ageing. […]

2018. XI, 316 p. 18 illus. Softcover
€ 69.99 | £ 59.99
€ (D) 74.89 | € (A) 76.99 | *CHF 77.00
ISBN 978-3-319-93356-6

Due October 2018

Palgrave Macmillan
Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook

Y. Mitsumori
The Indian Pharmaceutical Industry
Impact of Changes in the IPR Regime

This study analyzes the impact of the revision of the Indian Patent Act (2005) on the Indian pharmaceutical industry, which has been achieving healthy growth over the past 30 to 40 years or more. As of 2005, the Indian pharmaceutical industry was ranked as No. 4 in the world in terms of volume and 15th in terms of value. […]

2018. VII, 120 p. 36 illus., 28 illus. in color. (SpringerBriefs in Health Care Management and Economics) Softcover
€ 49.99 | £ 43.99
€ (D) 53.49 | € (A) 54.99 | *CHF 55.00
ISBN 978-981-10-6789-1

Available
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Palgrave Macmillan
Monograph
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Monograph
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<th>Publisher</th>
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<th>Price (EUR)</th>
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<th>Price (CHF)</th>
<th>Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Bad Faith in the Free Market</td>
<td>P. Bloom</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>The Radical Promise of Existential Freedom</td>
<td>ISBN 978-3-319-76501-3</td>
<td>€ 89.99</td>
<td>£ 79.00</td>
<td>*CHF 99.00</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The new Japanese Firm as a Hybrid Organization</td>
<td>M. Miyamoto</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>This book examines corporate reform in Japan by focusing on corporate governance and the employment system. Contrary to a prevailing assertion of radical change, it is revealed that actual change is gradual, and a new type of Japanese firm is generated by reform with gradual change. Throughout the book, Japanese firms are seen to be evolving through gradual institutional change.</td>
<td>ISBN 978-3-319-76550-6</td>
<td>€ 79.99</td>
<td>€ 69.99</td>
<td>€ (A) 87.99</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionalist Perspectives on Development</td>
<td>S. Vliamos, M. S. Zouboulakis</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>A Multidisciplinary Approach</td>
<td>ISBN 978-3-319-98493-3</td>
<td>€ 109.99</td>
<td>€ 99.99</td>
<td>€ (A) 120.99</td>
<td>Due October 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On 9 August 1974, Richard Nixon resigned to avoid impeachment; on 29 April 1975, the United States scuttled from their Embassy in Saigon - optics that were interpreted as defeats for the ‘International Right’. Yet in 1975, Margaret Thatcher became leader of the Conservative Party; and in 1976 Ronald Reagan almost unseated a sitting [...]
T. YUAN
The Dual-Center Global Financial System
The Perspective of China’s Rise
This book focuses on the systematic change in the global economy accompanying the rise of China. Once China has the same huge and advanced economy as the U.S., the global economy’s current one-center system will have a chance to change: China will represent an alternative center. [...] 2018. IX, 94 p. 30 illus. Hardcover € 79,99 | £ 70,50 € (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00 ISBN 978-981-10-7991-7

Available

D. Győrffy
Trust and Crisis Management in the European Union
An Institutionalist Account of Success and Failure in Program Countries
This book addresses and explains the divergent economic and political outcomes of the financial crisis in the eight European Union member states which needed a bailout program: Cyprus, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Portugal, Romania and Spain. [...] 2018. XIII, 244 p. 35 illus., 34 illus. in color. Hardcover € 114,99 | £ 109,99 € (D) 128,39 | € (A) 131,99 | *CHF 132.00 ISBN 978-3-319-73822-2

Available

K. Basu, T. Cordella (Eds)
Institutions, Governance and the Control of Corruption
This book considers how emerging economies around the world face the challenge of building good institutions and effective governance, since so much of economic development depends on having these in place. The promotion of shared prosperity and the battle against poverty require interventions to reach out to the poor and the disadvantaged. [...] 2018. XIX, 402 p. 32 illus. (International Economic Association Series) Softcover € 29,99 | £ 29,99 € (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00 ISBN 978-3-319-65683-0

Available

P. B. Dixon, M. Jerie, M. T. Rimmer
Trade Theory in Computable General Equilibrium Models
Armington, Krugman and Melitz
This book is for people who want to understand modern trade theory, particularly the Melitz model. It lays out Melitz theory from first principles and relates it to earlier theories of Armington and Krugman. For trade theory specialists, the book produces some significant conclusions. [...] 2018. XI, 189 p. 4 illus., 3 illus. in color. With online files/update. (Advances in Applied General Equilibrium Modeling) Hardcover € 114,99 | £ 101,00 € (D) 123,04 | € (A) 126,49 | *CHF 126.50 ISBN 978-3-319-810-832-5

Available

R. Biswas
Emerging Markets Megatrends
This book provides an assessment of the megatrends that are reshaping the emerging markets landscape. With developing countries already accounting for 40% of world GDP, emerging markets consumption growth will be an increasingly important growth engine for the world economy over the next two decades. [...] 2018. XXIII, 261 p. 30 illus. Hardcover € 32,99 | £ 27,99 € (D) 35,30 | € (A) 36,29 | *CHF 36.50 ISBN 978-3-319-78122-8

Available

K. Basu, T. Cordella (Eds)
Institutions, Governance and the Control of Corruption
This book considers how emerging economies around the world face the challenge of building good institutions and effective governance, since so much of economic development depends on having these in place. The promotion of shared prosperity and the battle against poverty require interventions to reach out to the poor and the disadvantaged. [...] 2018. XIX, 402 p. 32 illus. (International Economic Association Series) Hardcover € 119,99 | £ 109,99 € (D) 128,39 | € (A) 131,99 | *CHF 132.00 ISBN 978-3-319-73822-2

Available

Springer
Monograph

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Springer
Monograph

Palgrave Macmillan
Monograph

Springer
Monograph

Springer
Monograph

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Springer
Monograph

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume

Palgrave Macmillan
Contributed volume
S. Raihan (Ed)
Structural Change and Dynamics of Labor Markets in Bangladesh

Outlining important policy requirements for Bangladesh to become an upper middle-income country, the book presents research work conducted during the project “Changing Labor Markets in Bangladesh: Understanding Dynamics in Relation to Economic Growth and Poverty,” sponsored by the International Development Research Center (IDRC), Canada. [...] 2018. XXXII, 205 p. 91 illus. (South Asia Economic and Policy Studies) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00

M. Mahmood

The Changing Japanese Labor Market

Theory and Evidence

This book reappraises the Japanese employment system, characterized by such practices as the periodic recruiting of new graduates, lifetime employment and seniority-based wages, which were praised as sources of high productivity and flexibility for Japanese firms during the period of high economic growth from the middle of the 1950s until the burst of bubbles in the [...] 2018. XI, 190 p. 29 illus., 4 illus. in color. (Advances in Japanese Business and Economics, Volume 12) Hardcover
€ 114,99 | £ 101,00
€ (D) 123,04 | € (A) 126,49 | *CHF 126.50
ISBN 978-3-319-76958-5

F. Fauri, P. Tedeschi (Eds)

Labour Migration in Europe Volume I

Integration and Entrepreneurship among Migrant Workers – A Long-Term View

In this book, Fauri and Tedeschi bring together contributions that outline the movement of job seekers and ethnic minority entrepreneurs in Europe, to analyse the overall impact of different forms of migration on European economies in the last 100 years. [...] 2018. XV, 129 p. 14 illus., 2 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 54,99 | £ 49,99
€ (D) 58,84 | € (A) 60,49 | *CHF 60.50
ISBN 978-3-319-90586-0

F. Fauri, P. Tedeschi (Eds)

Labour Migration in Europe Volume II

Exploitation and Legal Protection of Migrant Workers

Violence, deception, fraud and abuse have always been commonplace occurrences for migrants, not only in their final country of destination but also in their countries of origin and countries of transit. In today’s world, the link between mobility and security issues is ever-increasing. Acknowledging this, how can we work to protect and improve migrants’ rights? [...] 2018. IX, 139 p. 1 illus. in color. Hardcover
€ 54,99 | £ 49,99
€ (D) 58,84 | € (A) 60,49 | *CHF 60.50
ISBN 978-3-319-93978-0

T. Hatta, S. Ouchi (Eds)
Severance Payment and Labor Mobility

A Comparative Study of Taiwan and Japan

This book compares legally allowed dismissal conditions in employment contracts in Taiwan and Japan and then examines the possibility of introducing the Taiwan-style severance payment system into Japanese employment contracts. A significant difference exists between employment regulations of Japan and Taiwan. [...] 2018. XV, 189 p. 12 illus., 8 illus. in color. (Economics, Law, and Institutions in Asia Pacific) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00

M. Mahmood

The Three Regularities in Development

Growth, Jobs and Macro Policy in Developing Countries

The financial crisis in advanced economies and its impact on developing countries has put the longer term agenda of development – structural transformation of countries, of their growth, jobs, poverty and distribution – on the analytic and policy backburner. [...] 2018. XI, 316 p. Hardcover
€ 139,99 | £ 119,99
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 121.00
ISBN 978-981-10-7157-7

M. Mahmood

Structural Change and Dynamics of Labor Markets in Bangladesh

Outlining important policy requirements for Bangladesh to become an upper middle-income country, the book presents research work conducted during the project “Changing Labor Markets in Bangladesh: Understanding Dynamics in Relation to Economic Growth and Poverty,” sponsored by the International Development Research Center (IDRC), Canada. [...] 2018. XXXII, 205 p. 91 illus. (South Asia Economic and Policy Studies) Hardcover
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00
D. M. Nachane  
**Critique of the New Consensus Macroeconomics and Implications for India**

The thought-provoking book presents alternative viewpoints to mainstream macroeconomic theory, questions conventional policy wisdom and suggests a systematic re-orientation of current macroeconomic and financial regulatory policies in India. [...]  
€ 109,99 | £ 99,99  
€ (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00  
Due October 2018

W. Mitchell, L. R. Wray, M. Watts  
**Macroeconomics**

This groundbreaking new core textbook encourages students to take a more critical approach to the prevalent assumptions around the subject of macroeconomics, by comparing and contrasting heterodox and orthodox approaches to theory and policy. [...]  
2019. 540 p. 114 illus. Softcover  
€ 60,99 | £ 52,99  
€ (D) 65,26 | € (A) 67,09 | *CHF 67.99  
Available

J. M. Keynes  
**The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money**

This book was originally published by Macmillan in 1936. It was voted the top Academic Book that Shaped Modern Britain by Academic Book Week (UK) in 2017, and in 2011 was placed on Time Magazine's top 100 non-fiction books written in English since 1923. Reissued with a fresh Introduction by the Nobel-prize winner Paul Krugman and a new Afterword by Keynes' biographer Robert Skidelsky, this importa [...]  
2018. XLIII, 404 p. Softcover  
€ 29,99 | £ 24,99  
€ (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-70343-5  
Available

M. Fandl  
**Monetary and Financial Policy in the Euro Area**

This textbook provides a comprehensive overview of monetary policy, banking supervision and financial stability in the euro area. The author uses his professional experience in central banking to provide a thorough understanding of European economics and to explore how the monetary and financial system functions. [...]  
2018. XXI, 179 p. 78 illus., 70 illus. in color. (Springer Nature Textbooks 2018/19 - HE site) Hardcover  
€ 76,99 | £ 67,99  
€ (D) 82,38 | € (A) 84,69 | *CHF 85.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-72642-7  
Due February 2019

F. d. H. Barbosa  
**Macroeconomic Theory**

Fluctuations, Inflation and Growth in Closed and Open Economies  
Macroeconomics is the application of economic theory to the study of the economy’s growth, cycle and price-level determination. Macroeconomics takes account of stylized facts observed in the real world and builds theoretical frameworks to explain such facts. Economic growth is a stylized fact of market economies, since England’s nineteenth-century industrial revolution. [...]  
€ 89,99 | £ 79,99  
€ (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-92131-0  
Available

Palgrave Macmillan  
**Alternative Approaches in Macroeconomics**

Essays in Honour of John McCombie  
This book honours Professor John McCombie’s retirement by exploring a variety of themes, theories and debates in non-orthodox macroeconomics. With contributions from leading scholars, the book covers diverse ground in economic thought, policy, empirical work and modelling. [...]  
2018. XVII, 362 p. 19 illus., 17 illus. in color. Hardcover  
€ 139,99 | £ 123,00  
€ (D) 149,79 | € (A) 153,99 | *CHF 154.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-69675-1  
Available

J. M. Keynes  
**The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money**

This book was originally published by Macmillan in 1936. It was voted the top Academic Book that Shaped Modern Britain by Academic Book Week (UK) in 2017, and in 2011 was placed on Time Magazine’s top 100 non-fiction books written in English since 1923. Reissued with a fresh Introduction by the Nobel-prize winner Paul Krugman and a new Afterword by Keynes’ biographer Robert Skidelsky, this importa [...]  
2018. XLIII, 404 p. Softcover  
€ 29,99 | £ 24,99  
€ (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-70343-5  
Available

Springer  
**Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook**

F. d. H. Barbosa  
**Macroeconomic Theory**

Fluctuations, Inflation and Growth in Closed and Open Economies  
Macroeconomics is the application of economic theory to the study of the economy’s growth, cycle and price-level determination. Macroeconomics takes account of stylized facts observed in the real world and builds theoretical frameworks to explain such facts. Economic growth is a stylized fact of market economies, since England’s nineteenth-century industrial revolution. [...]  
€ 89,99 | £ 79,99  
€ (D) 96,29 | € (A) 98,99 | *CHF 99.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-92131-0  
Available

Springer  
**Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook**

M. Fandl  
**Monetary and Financial Policy in the Euro Area**

An Introduction  
This textbook provides a comprehensive overview of monetary policy, banking supervision and financial stability in the euro area. The author uses his professional experience in central banking to provide a thorough understanding of European economics and to explore how the monetary and financial system functions. [...]  
2018. XXI, 179 p. 78 illus., 70 illus. in color. (Springer Nature Textbooks 2018/19 - HE site) Hardcover  
€ 76,99 | £ 67,99  
€ (D) 82,38 | € (A) 84,69 | *CHF 85.00  
ISBN 978-3-319-72642-7  
Due February 2019

Red Globe Press  
**Undergraduate textbook**

W. Mitchell, L. R. Wray, M. Watts  
**Macroeconomics**

This groundbreaking new core textbook encourages students to take a more critical approach to the prevalent assumptions around the subject of macroeconomics, by comparing and contrasting heterodox and orthodox approaches to theory and policy. [...]  
2019. 540 p. 114 illus. Softcover  
€ 60,99 | £ 52,99  
€ (D) 65,26 | € (A) 67,09 | *CHF 67.99  
Due February 2019
W. Trockel (Ed)

Social Design
Essays in Memory of Leonid Hurwicz

This book contains invited essays in memory of Leonid Hurwicz spanning a large area of economic, social and other sciences where the implementation or enforcement of institutions and rules requires the design of effective mechanisms. The foundations of these articles are set by social choice concepts; game theory; Nash, Bayesian and Walrasian equilibria; complete and incomplete information. [...]

Due October 2018

Springer

Contributed volume

K. Otsuka, K. Jin, T. Sonobe (Eds)

Applying the Kaizen in Africa
A New Avenue for Industrial Development

At present, how to develop industries is a burning issue in Africa, where population growth remains high and economic development has thus far failed to provide sufficient jobs for many, especially young people and women. The creation of productive jobs through industrial development ought to be a central issue in steering economic activity across the continent. [...]

Due October 2018

Springer

Contributed volume

J. Hall, M. Witcher (Eds)

Public Choice Analyses of American Economic History
Volume 2

This book - the second of two volumes- looks at episodes in American economic history from a public choice perspective. Each chapter discusses citizens, special interests, and government officials responding to economic incentives in both markets and politics. [...] 2018. IX, 178 p. 17 illus., 5 illus. in color. (Studies in Public Choice, Volume 37) Hardcover

Due November 2018

Springer

Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook

R. Ray

Household Behaviour, Prices, and Welfare
A Collection of Essays Including Selected Empirical Studies

This collection of essays covers a diverse set of topics related to household behavior and welfare. Prices play a key role in several of the essays, particularly the distributional implications of price movements, and the effects of changes in relative prices on inequality and poverty. [...]

Due October 2018

Springer

Monograph

D. Grant

Methods of Economic Research
Craftsmanship and Credibility in Applied Microeconomics

This textbook articulates the elements of good craftsmanship in applied microeconomic research and demonstrates its effectiveness with multiple examples from economic literature. Empirical economic research is a combination of several elements: theory, econometric modelling, institutional analysis, data handling, estimation, inference, [...]

Due November 2018

Springer

Graduate/Advanced undergraduate textbook

M. Gazzola, T. Templin, B. Wickström (Eds)

Language Policy and Linguistic Justice
Economic, Philosophical and Sociolinguistic Approaches

Language policies are increasingly acknowledged as being a necessary component of many decisions taken in the areas of the labor market, education, minority languages, mobility, and social inclusion of migrants. They can affect the democratic control of political organizations, and they can either entrench or reduce inequalities. These are the central topics [...]

Due October 2018

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

K. Otsuka, K. Jin, T. Sonobe (Eds)

Applying the Kaizen in Africa
A New Avenue for Industrial Development

At present, how to develop industries is a burning issue in Africa, where population growth remains high and economic development has thus far failed to provide sufficient jobs for many, especially young people and women. The creation of productive jobs through industrial development ought to be a central issue in steering economic activity across the continent. [...]

Due October 2018

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

M. Gazzola, T. Templin, B. Wickström (Eds)

Language Policy and Linguistic Justice
Economic, Philosophical and Sociolinguistic Approaches

Language policies are increasingly acknowledged as being a necessary component of many decisions taken in the areas of the labor market, education, minority languages, mobility, and social inclusion of migrants. They can affect the democratic control of political organizations, and they can either entrench or reduce inequalities. These are the central topics [...]

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

D. Grant

Methods of Economic Research
Craftsmanship and Credibility in Applied Microeconomics

This textbook articulates the elements of good craftsmanship in applied microeconomic research and demonstrates its effectiveness with multiple examples from economic literature. Empirical economic research is a combination of several elements: theory, econometric modelling, institutional analysis, data handling, estimation, inference, [...]

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

R. Ray

Household Behaviour, Prices, and Welfare
A Collection of Essays Including Selected Empirical Studies

This collection of essays covers a diverse set of topics related to household behavior and welfare. Prices play a key role in several of the essays, particularly the distributional implications of price movements, and the effects of changes in relative prices on inequality and poverty. [...]

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

J. Hall, M. Witcher (Eds)

Public Choice Analyses of American Economic History
Volume 2

This book - the second of two volumes- looks at episodes in American economic history from a public choice perspective. Each chapter discusses citizens, special interests, and government officials responding to economic incentives in both markets and politics. [...] 2018. IX, 178 p. 17 illus., 5 illus. in color. (Studies in Public Choice, Volume 37) Hardcover

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

K. Otsuka, K. Jin, T. Sonobe (Eds)

Applying the Kaizen in Africa
A New Avenue for Industrial Development

At present, how to develop industries is a burning issue in Africa, where population growth remains high and economic development has thus far failed to provide sufficient jobs for many, especially young people and women. The creation of productive jobs through industrial development ought to be a central issue in steering economic activity across the continent. [...]

Palgrave Macmillan

Contributed volume

M. Gazzola, T. Templin, B. Wickström (Eds)

Language Policy and Linguistic Justice
Economic, Philosophical and Sociolinguistic Approaches

Language policies are increasingly acknowledged as being a necessary component of many decisions taken in the areas of the labor market, education, minority languages, mobility, and social inclusion of migrants. They can affect the democratic control of political organizations, and they can either entrench or reduce inequalities. These are the central topics [...]

Springer

Contributed volume

D. Grant

Methods of Economic Research
Craftsmanship and Credibility in Applied Microeconomics

This textbook articulates the elements of good craftsmanship in applied microeconomic research and demonstrates its effectiveness with multiple examples from economic literature. Empirical economic research is a combination of several elements: theory, econometric modelling, institutional analysis, data handling, estimation, inference, [...]

Springer

Monograph
The World of Open Data
Concepts, Methods, Tools and Experiences

This book discusses the latest developments in the field of open data. The opening of data by public organizations has the potential to improve the public sector, inspire business innovation, and establish transparency. With this potential comes unique challenges; these developments impact the operation of governments as well as their relationship with citizens. [...]
Consumer (co-)ownership in renewable energy (RE) is essential to the overall success of Energy Transition. In June 2018, the European Union agreed on a corresponding enabling framework as part of a recast of the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II).
### European Cities in Dynamic Competition

**Title:** Theory and Case Studies on Urban Governance, Strategy, Cooperation and Competitiveness  
**Authors:** H. Albach, H. Meffert, A. Pinkwart, R. Reichwald, Ł. Świątczak  
**Description:** World population and the number of city dwellers are steadily growing. Globalization and digitalization lead to an increased competition for skilled and creative labor and other economic resources. This is true not only for firms, but increasingly also for cities. [...]  
**Publication Details:** 2018. X, 216 p. 39 illus., 35 illus. in color. Hardcover  
**Price:** € 114,99 | £ 101,00  
**ISBN:** 978-3-662-56418-9

### New Frontiers in Interregional Migration Research

**Title:** This book focuses on the latest advances and challenges in interregional migration research. Given the increase in the availability of “big data” at a finer spatial scale, the book discusses the resulting new challenges for researchers in interregional migration, especially for regional scientists, and the theoretical and empirical advances that have been made possible. [...]  
**Publication Details:** 2018. XII, 252 p. 27 illus., 7 illus. in color. (Advances in Spatial Science) Hardcover  
**Price:** € 114,99 | £ 101,00  
**ISBN:** 978-3-319-75885-5

### Modelling Aging and Migration Effects on Spatial Labor Markets

**Title:** The aging and migration megatrends and their impact on spatial – regional and local – labor market performance is the core theme of this book, and thus together define its scope and focus. The contributions provide an overview of key aging and migration issues in various countries together with analyses of their varied impacts on regional labor markets. [...]  
**Publication Details:** 2018. VIII, 343 p. (Advances in Spatial Science) Hardcover  
**Price:** € 139,99 | £ 123,00  
**ISBN:** 978-3-319-68562-5

### Location Covering Models

**Title:** History, Applications and Advancements  
**Authors:** R. L. Church, A. Murray  
**Description:** This book provides a thoughtful and rigorous guide to coverage modeling, reviewing essential models, solution approaches, and related applications. [...]  
**Publication Details:** 2018. XI, 280 p. 49 illus., 39 illus. in color. (Advances in Spatial Science) Hardcover  
**Price:** € 109,99 | £ 99,99  
**ISBN:** 978-3-319-99845-9

### Japanese Direct Investment in Mexico’s Transport Equipment Sector

**Title:** Macro Impact and Local Responses  
**Authors:** M. Falck-Reyes, L. Guzman-Anaya  
**Description:** This book introduces an interdisciplinary approach to the study of Japanese foreign direct investment determinants, the close relations between foreign investment and trade flows in the host country, and the effects and responses by the local economy. [...]  
**Publication Details:** 2018. XVII, 133 p. 34 illus., 27 illus. in color. (New Frontiers in Regional Science: Asian Perspectives, Volume 2) Hardcover  
**Price:** € 79,99 | £ 70,50  
**ISBN:** 978-3-319-75885-5

### Public Investment Criteria

**Title:** Using an Interregional Input-Output Programming Model  
**Authors:** H. Kohno, Y. Higano  
**Description:** This volume presents the most robust and useful methodology for the measurement and derivation of public investment criteria. The methodological approach solves inherent defects of traditional methodology, namely, an ad hoc application of the benefit-cost analysis. [...]  
**Publication Details:** 2018. XV, 220 p. 31 illus., 7 illus. in color. (New Frontiers in Regional Science: Asian Perspectives, Volume 2) Hardcover  
**Price:** € 109,99 | £ 99,99  
**ISBN:** 978-4-431-55220-8
The meaning of wealth has become one of the least understood concepts of our time. Whether you desire wealth, have wealth, or wish to redistribute wealth, the roadmaps to success have been painted over by outdated financial models, politically charged rhetoric, and the mistaken belief that at its core wealth is simply a number. [...]

2018. XIII, 191 p. 10 illus. Hardcover
€ 29,99 | £ 24,99
€ (D) 32,09 | € (A) 32,99 | *CHF 33.00
ISBN 978-3-319-99779-7

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

I. U. Delikanli, T. Dimitrov, R. Agolli
Multilateral Development Banks
Governance and Finance
This book provides a comprehensive overview and insight of virtually all multilateral institutions involved in lending for international socio-economic development. The analysis covers twenty-five MDBs globally by classifying them in three groups based on geographical lending outreach. [...]
2018. XVII, 206 p. 21 illus. Hardcover
€ 37,99 | £ 32,99
€ (D) 40,65 | € (A) 41,79 | *CHF 42.00
ISBN 978-3-319-91523-4

Palgrave Macmillan
Professional book

A. Cofnas
Planet Forex
Currency Trading in the Digital Age
This valuable book provides a much-needed integration of fundamental analysis of global forces and technical analysis to provide highly probable trades in currency markets. Fundamental analysis is often too vague and not quantified. This book provides insights into fundamental analysis and then calibrates it to trading strategies and techniques. [...]
2018. XIII, 102 p. 41 illus. Hardcover
€ 34,99 | £ 29,99
€ (D) 37,44 | € (A) 38,49 | *CHF 38.50
ISBN 978-3-319-92912-5

Palgrave Macmillan
Professional book

E. J. Bean
Financial Exposure
Carl Levin’s Senate Investigations into Finance and Tax Abuse
At a time when Congressional investigations have taken on added importance and urgency in American politics, this book offers readers a rare, insider’s portrait of the world of US Congressional oversight. [...]
2018. XV, 449 p. 13 illus. Hardcover
€ 37,99 | £ 32,99
€ (D) 40,65 | € (A) 41,79 | *CHF 42.00
ISBN 978-3-319-94387-9

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

M. Arisson
Investing in the Age of Democracy
Ten Lessons in Applied Austrian Economics
This book offers a structured, deductive approach to Austrian investing, beginning with an analysis of the current investing paradigm. There are five economic concepts on which the Austrian School of Economics has a unique view: Entrepreneurship, Class Probability, Capital, the Interest Rate, and Institutions. [...]
2018. XIX, 167 p. 36 illus. Softcover
€ 22,99 | £ 19,99
€ (D) 24,60 | € (A) 25,29 | *CHF 25.50
ISBN 978-3-319-95902-3

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

B. Brown
The Case Against 2 Per Cent Inflation
From Negative Interest Rates to a 21st Century Gold Standard
This book analyses the controversial and critical issue of 2% inflation targeting, currently practised by central banks in the US, Japan and Europe. Where did the 2% target inflation originate, and for what reason? Do these reasons stand up to scrutiny? [...]
€ 32,99 | £ 27,99
€ (D) 35,30 | € (A) 36,29 | *CHF 36.50
ISBN 978-3-319-89356-3

Palgrave Macmillan
Popular science

N. J. Gannon
Tailored Wealth Management
Exploring the Cause and Effect of Financial Success
The meaning of wealth has become one of the least understood concepts of our time. Whether you desire wealth, have wealth, or wish to redistribute wealth, the roadmaps to success have been painted over by outdated financial models, politically charged rhetoric, and the mistaken belief that at its core wealth is simply a number. [...]
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M. Schwarzbichler, C. Steiner, D. Turnheim
Financial Steering
Valuation, KPI Management and the Interaction with IFRS
This book is a guide to how financial steering is designed, measured and implemented with a special focus on the energy industry. [...] 2018. XXVII, 480 p. 225 illus., 29 illus. in color. Hardcover € 109,99 | £ 96,50 € (D) 117,69 | € (A) 120,99 | *CHF 121.00 ISBN 978-3-319-75761-2

D. J. Bolder
Credit-Risk Modelling
Theoretical Foundations, Diagnostic Tools, Practical Examples, and Numerical Recipes in Python
The risk of counterparty default in banking, insurance, institutional, and pension-fund portfolios is an area of ongoing and increasing importance for finance practitioners. It is, unfortunately, a topic with a high degree of technical complexity. [...] 2018. LVII, 676 p. 130 illus. in color. Hardcover € 64,99 | £ 54,99 € (D) 69,54 | € (A) 71,49 | *CHF 71.50 ISBN 978-3-319-94687-0

M. H. Bouchet, C. A. Fishkin, A. Goguel
Managing Country Risk in an Age of Globalization
A Practical Guide to Overcoming Challenges in a Complex World
This book provides an up-to-date guide to managing Country Risk. It tackles its various and interlinked dimensions including sovereign risk, socio-political risk, and macroeconomic risk for foreign investors, creditors, and domestic residents. [...] 2018. XXVII, 527 p. 86 illus., 53 illus. in color. Hardcover € 79,99 | £ 69,99 € (D) 85,59 | € (A) 87,99 | *CHF 88.00 ISBN 978-3-319-89751-6

E. Conway, D. Byrne (Eds)
Contemporary Issues in Accounting
The Current Developments in Accounting Beyond the Numbers
The book explores the developing challenges and opportunities within the business and finance world which are likely to impact the accounting profession in the near future. [...] 2018. XV, 203 p. 6 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover € 99,99 | £ 89,99 € (D) 106,99 | € (A) 109,99 | *CHF 110.00 ISBN 978-3-319-91112-0

M. Fazzini
Business Valuation
Theory and Practice
This book provides an applied theoretical approach to modern day business valuation. It combines elements from both finance and accounting to help practitioners identify the most suitable method for analysis, showing when and how methods can be applied in different contexts and under specific constraints. [...] 2018. XV, 227 p. 41 illus. Hardcover € 64,99 | £ 56,99 € (D) 69,54 | € (A) 71,49 | *CHF 71.50 ISBN 978-3-319-89493-5
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New Cooperative Banking in Europe
Strategies for Adapting the Business Model Post Crisis

This edited volume showcases how the European cooperative banks have continued to evolve amid a new competitive scenario that resulted from the Global Financial Crisis started in Europe in 2008. The cooperative banking paradigm has been put under an unprecedented pressure as a consequence of factors such as the exceptionally low interest rates set by the European Central Bank, low profitability ge...

The Family Office
A Practical Guide to Strategically and Operationally Managing Family Wealth

The book offers crucial advice in helping entrepreneurs and their families find or found a family office that fits their goals. The authors survey the key considerations in this process, including: What are the different models for family offices, and what are their respective benefits? What costs can be expected from a family office, and how much wealth must be under management to justify them? [...]
Personal Financial Planning for Executives and Entrepreneurs

The Path to Financial Peace of Mind

Effective financial planning for executives and entrepreneurs is complex, dense, and impossible to reduce to a single, easy-to-understand formula. Designed to emphasize the importance of effective, targeted financial planning, this book begins by telling a story about a fictional, but plausible, power couple and their family...
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Annual Report on Financing Old Age Care in China (2017)

This book provides comprehensive analysis and descriptions of China’s ageing finance system. China is undergoing the largest, fastest and longest process of population ageing in the world. It becomes a pressing challenge to the Chinese social security system in this era. Many developed countries have been going through this process. [...]
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